Our vision for the future

Since our inception 20 years ago, Noble has been built on an idea of “and”: love and high expectations, rigorous academics and high support. We are not limited by ideas of either/or. We can do both, we have done both. We believe that students come to school each day carrying the challenges of Chicago and that they are powerful beyond measure. We know that Noble has set the bar nationally in so many ways and we know we can and must do more.

To that end, we’ve assembled the following plan based on the input of hundreds of alumni, students, parents, community members, teachers, board members, and staff. The plan is ambitious and aspirational, it calls us to the next frontier in what we can accomplish and is honest about where we have fallen short so far. Students have grown tremendously while they’re with us and far too many have left us because their experience was not a good one. Seniors have access to a myriad of college options and many still hear a message that there is only one right choice after high school. Noble college graduation rates have led the way in Chicago for all students and we know Black students at Noble are graduating at rates below their Latinx peers.

As we set a course for the next five years of Noble we will remain true to our core focus on college preparation and college graduation. We heard from parents, students and teachers alike that this focus on college success is what draws them to Noble. It is what parents want for their children, it is what our students want for their futures.

We also know that to reach that high bar we must better understand the experience of going to school at Noble and continue to improve it. We still have much to learn, but know that the two biggest contributors to a student’s experience are the quality of their learning in the classroom and the strength of the relationships they build with teachers and staff. We heard this directly from students in this planning process. Furthermore, the outcomes for students must not differ because of their race, gender, income or any other marker of identity - we strive for equity. We know these challenges of inequity are not unique to Noble and we know we must be a leader in addressing them.

With positive and equitable experiences as a foundation, we will recognize the agency of our students in their post-secondary choices. We will empower students with the information and support to succeed in college and lead exemplary lives. This emphasis on student agency does not lower the bar of expectations for academic preparedness nor skills growth for students at Noble. We will be vigilant so that students’ fates are not pre-determined based on adult perceptions of abilities, interest, or incoming preparedness, but rather continue to strive so that all students receive rigorous college-preparatory curriculum and skills growth that enables true choice at the end of the Noble experience.

In executing this vision Noble will set the standard as a catalyst for educational equity in Chicago and provide a model to the nation. We will live our mission to empower students with the scholarship, discipline, and honor to succeed in college and live exemplary lives.

And so our plan begins with a bold vision for our future:

Noble will ensure that all students have equitable and positive school experiences that equip them to succeed on the path of their choice, leading to 75% of alumni completing college.
The path forward

The plan that follows contains specific goals and strategies for the next five years across key priorities. Undergirding all of these efforts is a focus on a transition to an equity-driven organization. To address the gaps in outcomes that persist between our Black and Latinx students we must appreciate the differences students bring which shape our school communities. And, recognizing those differences, we must equitably invest time, energy, and resources to meet the needs of our students.

To meet those needs we commit to a radically different way of funding our schools: The Noble Equity Fund. Noble will distribute a portion of funding to all campuses based on the needs as defined by specific challenges: serious crime near students’ homes, rate of students with IEPs, rate of students in transitional living situations, quality of feeder elementary schools, and prevalence of serious crime near campus.

The Noble Equity Fund dollars will be controlled by campuses, drawing on the input and ideas of their school communities to meet the needs of students, because we believe those closest to the work are best positioned to make decisions about what students need. So, whether it be additional social work support or alumni counselors, instructional supports or after school programs — true to Noble’s identity, campuses will innovate. We’ll discover what works and we will scale to solve challenges across Noble.

This fund will be key to implementing the priorities and programs outlined in our full plan.

There are six core priorities where we believe progress is essential to realizing our new vision:

1. **EQUITY**
   Deeply embed our value of diversity, equity, and inclusion across Noble so that inputs, decisions, and ultimately results are driven by and measured according to the value.

2. **ACADEMICS + COLLEGE**
   Improve college completion rates significantly with a continued focus on academic rigor and social emotional skills through The Noble Classroom¹, and by increasing alumni supports, while elevating student and family agency in the decision-making process.

3. **STUDENT EXPERIENCE + RETENTION**
   Improve student retention rates by ensuring students are relentlessly supported, by increasingly focusing on creating positive student experiences, and by updating Noble’s policies and discipline practices in favor of redemptive approaches.

4. **STAFF EXPERIENCE + RETENTION**
   Develop and improve retention of highly talented teachers, especially teachers of color, through a deeper emphasis on listening and responding to the experience of teaching at Noble.

5. **SUSTAINABLE GROWTH + HEALTHY ENROLLMENT**
   Maintain healthy enrollment across Noble but do not seek to add additional new campuses.

6. **NOBLE SUPPORT TEAM**
   Structure the Noble Support Team efficiently to best support campuses, advance Noble’s strategic ambitions, and to improve organizational clarity.

These six core priorities aren’t exhaustive, nor are they meant to be. There is, of course, more work at Noble and that work continues. These priorities will focus us to deliver more fully on our core values and the commitments we make to families but do not supplant them. This plan describes a number of specific actions, but does not presume to know all of the best approaches — we will continue to rely on the ingenuity of our Noble community for ideas that will help us realize our vision.

We enter this plan at a pivotal moment for Noble, Chicago, and our country. The path ahead will be challenging. Some assume that there are limits to what our students can achieve and that Noble is already near those limits. They are wrong. Our students prove what is possible every day. We remain committed in our core to this idea of “and”; that Noble has led the way for the last twenty years and we’re just getting started.

---

¹ The Noble Classroom is a set of research-based tenets that define how instruction should be delivered in every classroom. Every staff member at Noble is supported to successfully bring these instructional practices into their classrooms through individualized and ongoing coaching and development.

Constance Jones
Chief Executive Officer
Noble Network of Charter Schools
Context that shaped the vision and strategy

We believe that it is critical to define a vision for the next five years that reflects the beliefs, aspirations, and core values of our Noble community.

Through an examination of existing data, historical trends, and by seeking input from across our organization’s many critical stakeholders, Noble brought forth a set of recommendations that were debated and decided on by a diverse representative steering committee.

Specifically, the recommendations that guided our strategy were informed by many diverse voices across our organization, including:

- 1,500+ students, parents, and alumni who participated in our survey
- 124 parents, students, community members, teachers, principals, and staff members who participated in focus groups and individual interviews
- Representatives from Noble’s Board of Directors
- A Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Steering Committee made up of 12 representatives from across Noble’s schools and the Noble Support Team (NST) that specifically advised on DEI-related improvements
- A Student Retention Steering Committee made up of 15 representatives from across Noble’s schools and NST that specifically advised on improving student retention

What follows is the context that was used to inform this strategy as well as the ultimate outcomes of the process.
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Noble today is on track to achieve record-high college completion outcomes

Noble students complete college at high rates relative to their peers in Chicago and relative to students of similar demographics nationally. Our goals for ourselves and for our students are even higher than what we currently achieve today. We aim to ultimately close the gap in college completion between Noble graduates and students from families in the most affluent quartile.

Noble is already significantly improving results for its students. Among the Class of 2017, 66% overall persisted into their second year at the same college, indicating their likelihood to ultimately complete college, outranking even Noble’s 2013-2016 average persistence rate of 61%. This success in college mirrors success at the high school level; MIT researchers found that students who attended Noble schools grew more academically than similar peers who attended selective enrollment schools².

While Noble schools perform among the best in the country, there are gaps in outcomes within Noble that particularly impact Black students. While Noble alumni are completing college at among the highest rates in the nation relative to their peer groups, gaps still persist for Noble’s Black students, particularly Black male students at Noble. In the Class of 2017, 51% of Black male alumni persisted into their second year of college, whereas Noble’s average persistence rate for that class is 66%.

This gap for Black students is driven by a number of factors, and unfortunately mirrors similar trends nationally that stem from deeply ingrained societal systemic racism. These persistence numbers don’t match the ambitions of Noble students - 72% of both Noble’s Black and Latinx students aspire to ultimately complete college\(^3\). Parents share this intent as well: 80% of Noble parents list college completion as their top goal for their students\(^4\). Put simply, gaps persist in outcomes, but there is no such gap in students’ and parents’ aspirations or in students’ potential.

72% of Noble Black and Latinx students aspire to complete college\(^3\)

80% of Noble parents list college as their top goal for their students\(^4\)

Gaps persist even within campuses with strong college graduation results

---

\(^1\) June 2019 Noble Student Survey
\(^2\) June 2019 Noble Parent Survey
Differences in non-school factors lead to real differences in starting points

Noble serves students that come to school each day with diverse and important strengths, as well as with significant barriers and challenges. Those challenges are not uniform across student or campus and we believe that those differential challenges, left unaddressed, explain some of the gaps in our outcomes. There are significant differences in the lived experiences of students at Noble when considering five key indicators of context and starting place:

- quality of feeder elementary schools
- prevalence of serious crime near students’ homes
- rate of transitional living situations
- rate of IEPs at a campus
- prevalence of serious crime surrounding a campus

These cumulative differences in lived experiences lead to real differences in student starting points, and in subsequent needs to fulfill the full potential of all students.
The Noble Equity Index combines all of these factors into a single number to allow us to direct additional resources, attention, and support in equitable ways.

Composite Noble Equity Index by Campus
CONTEXT THAT SHAPED THE VISION AND STRATEGY

Noble can create positive student experiences by ensuring students feel supported by staff, and by promoting high quality instruction in every classroom

Upon surveying over 1,500 students, alumni, and parents in 2019, we found that parents and alumni positively rate their experiences with Noble, and say they would recommend their schools to others.

A June 2019 student survey shows that Noble students who promote their experiences are differentially likely to experience a number of critical factors:

- Feeling supported by the adults on their campus
- Seeing themselves grow academically
- Seeing a clear path to their career of interest
- Feeling safe in their school

Noble will continue to seek to learn what drives positive experiences for students and families going forward; these factors highlighted here provide a starting place that will guide our direction.

What are the factors that contribute most to you having a positive experience at your school?

Students value having the opportunity to choose their future path and the vast majority want to choose college

We have heard repeatedly that students seek to be supported and recognized as individuals, and that preparing them to pursue any number of career pathways, inclusive of four year college and others, would improve their experiences.

Noble will remain unapologetically college preparatory. As stated above, 72% of students aspire to ultimately complete college, and 80% of Noble parents have that as the top goal for their students. As such, Noble will commit to preparing all students who walk through our doors with the skills, mindsets, and knowledge to succeed in college. Only with sufficient preparation will students have true choice in post-secondary plans — this preparation and choice are both necessary to achieve our ambitious goals of college completion.

And so, grounded in Noble’s history of performance, and informed by the broad and diverse Noble community, we put forth a bold vision for our future.

---

5 Promoters are students who said they would recommend Noble to a friend on a 9 or 10 on a 10 point scale.
6 Detractors chose 6 or below. Students selected up to three options.
CONTEXT

The gaps in outcomes between groups of Noble students are similar to those of peers nationally.

**To achieve our goal of supporting 75% of our graduates to complete college, we must address those gaps head on.**

We cannot ignore the differential challenges our students face that lead to those gaps.

While all of Noble’s schools serve the students of Chicago, students arrive at each campus from different starting points, with different strengths, and with different challenges. As described in the preceding context, a subset of students face additional levels of challenge. When those challenges compound both the individual student and the campuses they attend require additional levels of resources.

In addition to the fact of differing student context, like all institutions in America, Noble faces the challenges of a society that is unequal in many systemic ways. To begin developing solutions to address the practices that perpetuate this system within our organization, Noble created a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Steering Committee in December of 2018. This DEI Steering Committee was composed of 12 Noble staff from across the organization and worked to develop a set of recommendations to help Noble become a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive organization. The full recommendations of this steering committee are captured below, alongside additional recommendations from the Strategic Planning Steering Committee.⁷

Campus leadership will control the final decisions about how to use these funds to accomplish these goals in partnership with the Noble Support Team and informed by the diverse voices of the Noble community. This is because we expect the most effective practices to vary depending on campus context, and we believe that those closest to the work are in the best position to innovate. We will monitor the efficacy of those investments’ impact on equitable and positive school experiences per the plans that follow and scale practices that demonstrate success.

**NOBLE EQUITY FUND**

Noble will designate **$5.2M annually** to be distributed to all campus budgets on a per pupil basis based on principles of equity. Called The Noble Equity Fund, the allotments will depend on each school’s composite score on Noble’s Equity Index, which is defined based on five component criteria:

- % of students from bottom quartile SQRP feeder schools
- % of students living in neighborhoods that experience the top quartile of serious crime incidents within ¼ mile of their homes
- % of students in temporary living situations
- % of students with IEPs
- Average annual number of incidents of serious crime in the area surrounding the school campus

We will designate these funds specifically to meet the vision statement in this plan. It will support teachers to provide high quality instruction in the classroom, and ensure that students receive the socioemotional supports that will enable them to thrive.

⁷ See the Appendix for the full recommendations of the DEI Steering Committee
STRATEGY

In addition to the Equity Fund, we have identified six additional elements of our DEI Strategy:

- Staff will bring an “Equity Mindset” to their work, prioritizing the schools and students that require additional support
- Engage students to shape a more diverse and inclusive Noble
- Identify the practices that differentially benefit Black male students, and look to scale these practices across Noble
- Develop and retain culturally competent and diverse staff who work effectively across lines of difference
- Welcome, engage, and deeply listen to families and the communities around our schools
- Ensure Noble as an organization is diverse, equitable, and inclusive

Bring an “equity mindset” to how we prioritize and support students and schools

Every student at Noble enters within their own individual context, with varying levels of academic preparation and personal experiences that shape how they learn. Staff working in Noble schools will aim to bring an equity mindset to their work with students according to their individual needs. Rather than strive for equal treatment of all students, each should receive what they need to be successful every day.

Similarly, staff working on the Noble Support Team (NST) will recognize that the needs of each school are different and will prioritize spending time and energy with schools according to their individual needs. The degree of need of each school will often mirror its placement on the Noble Equity Index, but will also depend upon the specific function and involves staff experience and history, along with current needs for any given function.

Engage students to shape a more diverse and inclusive Noble

Research shows that students who feel a sense of belonging are able to engage more fully in learning. By actively engaging students in shaping their schools’ cultures to be inclusive of their needs, we can create school environments wherein students feel a strong sense of belonging.

Over the next five years we plan to integrate student voice into Noble’s ongoing DEI work and ensure curricular content reflects diverse perspectives and experiences.

Identify the practices that differentially benefit Black male students, and look to scale these practices across Noble

Over the next five years, we will seek to identify and scale the practices that differentially benefit Black males. To support these efforts, Noble will continue to disaggregate student data by race and gender across every key metric to understand where practices are most benefiting Black male students.

National evidence shows that mentoring programs differentially benefit Black male youth. We do not yet know all of the practices this will require, but we plan to continue to expand promising Noble-originated programs that we believe help students build pride in their identities. We anticipate the need to invent additional new approaches and that many of those will come from incredible educators within Noble as well as also replicate other promising practices from practitioners across the country.

Noble will also work more broadly to reduce or eliminate other disparate outcomes that are currently predictable for other subgroups, but additional emphasis is placed here for Black male students because of the opportunity for almost a quarter of the students we serve and the existing gaps that currently exist.

---

PRIORITY 1: EQUITY

Develop and retain culturally competent and diverse staff who work effectively across lines of difference

To create supportive learning environments, we aim to have a diverse body of staff who are culturally competent and who reflect the population of our student body. We are proud of the progress we have made to date, and we look forward to continuing to grow our capabilities in this area. Over the next five years, we aim to:

- Deepen staff’s awareness and understanding of core DEI concepts
- Build staff’s capacity to apply DEI knowledge to their classroom contexts
- Strengthen the ability of all staff to work productively across lines of difference

Welcome, engage, and deeply listen to families and the communities around our schools

Noble aims to create school environments that are the hubs of their communities, and where parents and families especially are welcomed and engaged in the school. The evidence is well-documented that parent involvement in education is crucial. No matter their income or background, students with involved parents are more likely to have higher grades and test scores, attend school regularly, have better social skills, show improved behavior, and adapt well to school.\(^9\)

Going forward, Noble aims to not only involve parents in its schools, but to listen deeply to parents and the broader community to understand what they want their students to get from their educational experiences, and look to increasingly evolve our schools to better fit these needs. Over the next five years, Noble will:

- Engage the perspectives of families to inform ongoing DEI efforts and decision-making
- Provide all families with equal access to staff, programming, and communication
- Invest significantly in engaging parents and the community around our schools\(^10\)

Ensure Noble, as an organization, is diverse, equitable, and inclusive

Noble aims to continue to uphold an organization that is transparent to all stakeholders and accountable for results. Noble will continue to work to ensure that its policies, practices, and procedures are designed with an eye to foster diversity, and equity, and inclusion, specifically by:

- Ensuring policies and procedures are equitable and inclusive
- Providing consistent opportunities for advancement and promotion
- Creating and codifying rituals and practices that create a more welcoming community
- Partnering with local, values-aligned suppliers
- Building diverse pipelines for classroom and administrative roles
- Driving accountability and progress through resource allocation, goals, and tracking
- Establishing transparent and consistent communication regarding DEI goals and progress for students, staff, families, and other stakeholders


\(^10\)See Priority 5 for more details on some of our community engagement investments
PRIORITY 2

Academics + College Completion

CONTEXT

One of Noble’s greatest strengths is our ability to deliver best-in-class academic growth and outcomes for all students, regardless of the barriers the world has placed in their way. As such, a key piece of this plan is the continuation of our focus on preparing our students for college through consistent, high-quality academic preparation. The Noble Classroom defines the standards that characterize good instruction, and act as the backbone by which all of our staff are supported to deliver outcomes.

Over the past few years, we have made strides towards this ambitious goal, with the Class of 2017 persisting at the same college for sophomore year at rates five percentage points higher than previous classes (66% vs. 61% average across the Classes of 2013-16). While we are proud of these important gains, disaggregation of this data shows that it is predominantly Noble’s Latinx population that is benefiting most from these efforts, while persistence for Black alumni has remained relatively flat.11

While Noble’s college completion rates continue to outpace the national average for both Latinx and Black students12, we hold ourselves to a higher bar. Our goal is not only raise outcomes for everyone, but to also close the gaps that currently exist between students.

- Regardless of their long-term pathway, alumni say that their social-emotional skills are critical to their success. In looking at Noble’s alumni who continue their education after high school, these alumni differentially say the following skills are most beneficial to them in entering college and their career pathways13:
  - Developing positive personal relationships and support systems
  - Setting, managing, and achieving goals
  - Becoming agents of their own path
  - Being able to communicate effectively

STRATEGY

Based on this ambition and the current needs we identified, we will be making four specific investments over the next five years to improve college completion rates:

- Continue to improve the quality of instruction by aligning training and coaching to The Noble Classroom
- Scale our alumni counselor program to achieve a 150:1 student-to-counselor ratio to replicate the success of the Pritzker Access Scholarship
- Begin to selectively partner with other organizations that have talent and partnerships with colleges in place now in recognition of the pace needed to scale internally
- Prioritize supporting students to develop social-emotional skills that will enable greater success in college through additional curricular supports

11See chart on page 6
13June 2019 Alumni Survey
Continue to improve the quality of instruction by aligning training and coaching to The Noble Classroom

The purpose of The Noble Classroom (TNC) is to drive exemplary results for students through collaboratively defining, analyzing, reflecting on, and improving classroom instruction. Noble began working on TNC in the Fall of 2017, and started to fully integrate its eight classroom tenets into all network-wide training in the 2019-2020 school year. Additionally, campuses will be supported in using these tenets in coaching conversations, observation rubrics, and other practices that improve the quality of instruction.

The Noble Classroom Tenets:

1. Safe & Supported: Students feel safe and supported in the classroom.
2. Standards Based & Data Driven: Students experience classroom curriculum driven by standards and informed by data.
3. Connected: Students experience learning that connects rigor and relevance.
4. Intentional Time: Students use their time intentionally towards daily and long term goals.
5. Invested: Students want to do the work.
6. Empowered: Students take ownership of their learning and feel authentic success.
7. Cognitive Lift: Students do the majority of the cognitive lift.
8. Quality Responses: Students provide quality responses.

We will continue to leverage this framework to align professional development, identify excellent teaching, and advance academic rigor and outcomes for Noble students.

Our aim is high: for 75% of our graduates to complete four-year college degrees. We have set this lofty target for a number of reasons:

1. Some Noble students are already achieving at this level; 72% of our nonselective Pritzker Access Scholars currently project to complete college, signifying what can be possible more broadly.
2. This target reflects the desires of our parents and students - in a Noble-wide survey, 72% of students and 80% of parents identified college graduation as their ultimate goal for their time at Noble.
3. It is a social and moral imperative of our mission. Achieving this target would mean that Noble students achieve outcomes on par with kids from high-income families in the United States.

“I really think that attending a Noble school was worth it because the academics were very good and helped me to thrive in college, and the support that I’ve received from all of my teachers have helped me to become the confident person that I am today.”
- ALUMNA

“We understand that test scores and grades are important, there were many times when I felt more like a number than a student. I did not feel like I had any agency when it came to decisions made on my behalf.”
- ALUMNA

14 The Pritzker Access Scholarship is awarded each year to graduates of Noble schools who are undocumented students and accepted to 4-year universities. Undocumented status prevents students from obtaining government-sponsored financial aid that is otherwise available to students of similar income demographics. The Pritzker Access Scholarship is designed to close this gap and also provides one-on-one support from Noble staff.

15 June 2019 Student, Alumni, and Parent Survey
Scale our alumni counselor program to achieve a 150:1 student-to-counselor ratio to replicate the success of the Pritzker Access Scholarship

Our Pritzker Access Scholarship (PAS) program currently represents best practice alumni supports within our schools, resulting in college completion rates of 72% for its scholars - a rate that not only represents the highest bar of success within Noble, but that is also a standout nationally. Therefore, one investment we will make over the next five years is to scale the practices of this program throughout Noble.

PAS students are academically no different than the average Noble student. The PAS Class of 2015 had a final high school GPA of 3.08, which is only 0.01 points higher than Noble’s most recent class as a whole. Test score averages between the two groups are also similar. Additionally, the family cost of college for PAS scholars is equal, on average, to that for other Noble students. The scholarship merely replaces federal funding that PAS students are ineligible to receive. Finally, as Dreamers who came to the United States as undocumented minors, PAS students have also faced substantial institutional barriers as well as both overt and implicit racism in society – providing a powerful example of what can be possible even for students who face extreme barriers.

Our College Team has already begun to scale elements of the PAS model to more Noble campuses, likely a driver of recent persistence gains. The key remaining difference from other alumni is the greater level of support PAS receives from our alumni counselors; these counselors support students on a 150:1 ratio, whereas other alumni currently receive less direct support, with an average ratio closer to 300:1. Over the next five years, we will accelerate the growth of our alumni counselor supports so that Noble can maintain a 150:1 ratio of alumni to counselors across our campuses. This investment will ramp up incrementally over the next three years, with a goal of hiring four new alumni counselors each year - for a total of 38 alumni counselors by 2023 to support approximately 12,000 active alumni.16

Begin to selectively partner with other organizations that have talent and partnerships with colleges in place now in recognition of the pace needed to scale internally

We recognize there will be limitations to how rapidly we can scale our internal supports, and therefore, we are also committed to exploring the potential for new external partnerships to address near-term gaps. Noble Forward is an example of a key partnership focused on helping alumni progress toward degrees. In this program, students can

“...We need better support for advisories. We do a lot of academics in this school, but our kids need more support dealing with everything they go through... Advisory needs a curriculum. ”
- Noble Teacher

“Noble is so structured, but life isn’t, so we can’t constantly be making all the decisions for our students. They need to be able to make their own choices.”
- Noble Principal

---

16 Support will be focused primarily on the youngest half of those students, allowing coverage at the target ratio.
attend an online, competency-based program with Southern New Hampshire University, in which they are provided with support through weekly 1-to-1 coaching as well as a peer cohort. Almost 100 students have begun this program since its inception in March 2019 and we plan to grow until hundreds more are taking advantage of this opportunity to earn their degrees.

We will begin to explore more prospective partnerships with organizations that have demonstrated similar or higher rates of college completion, ideally with existing programs at schools that Noble alumni frequently attend. We plan to begin this investment in the form of pilots to test efficacy and feasibility with each new partner, starting with one university and one class in the first year and building from there.

**Prioritize supporting students to develop socioemotional skills that will enable greater success in college through additional curricular supports**

In addition to academic subject areas, students need support in developing a range of skills and mindsets commonly referred to as non-cognitive, metacognitive, or character-based in nature. During the summers of 2013-2016, Noble developed research-based standards, diagnostic assessments, and sample lessons to help Noble students develop these skills and mindsets in the classroom. Collectively, they are the College Completion Standards (full standards are available in the appendix).

We heard demand for greater focus on developing students’ non-cognitive skills consistently across conversations with stakeholders as part of this planning process.

Staff across Noble identified advisory classes as one lever to deepen students’ non-cognitive skills. Echoing the successful model in core academic contents, we will invest in the creation of a baseline curriculum and aligned set of teacher trainings that that can be used in advisory and are aligned to Noble’s College Completion Standards. While one expectation for these materials is that they can be used in advisory, each campus has a different context and we expect campuses to experiment with other methods of delivering this material.
PRIORITY 3

Student Experience & Retention

CONTEXT

Noble has historically outperformed Chicago Public Schools when it comes to student retention. By every publicly reported measure - student mobility, graduation rates and drop-out rates - Noble schools are keeping, graduating and sending more students to college. In recent years Noble has also improved exclusionary practices markedly; our expulsion and suspension rates hover around the district average.

And, we know that is not enough.

When we examine the data more closely, too many students that start with Noble do not end up finishing with us. When we look at the Freshmen from our SY14 & SY15 cohorts, only 59% of them graduated from Noble. Our data shows that this is primarily driven by students being held back: of those students who are required to repeat a grade only 3% of students end up graduating with Noble. Driven by the need to better support our students, in the Spring of 2019 Noble convened a diverse committee of representatives from across Noble into a Student Retention Steering Committee to evaluate and reform Noble’s policies and practices.

As a result, Noble is embracing a more redemptive discipline approach, which is already rolling out across Noble. There is room to grow, not just in policy and practice, but in a holistic look at improving the student experience at Noble.

STRATEGY

The strategy for addressing student retention falls into a number of categories:

- Focus on measuring and creating positive student experiences
- Improve and scale best practices in multi-tiered student support
- Disciplinary policy and practice shifts, supported by data systems that monitor student retention
- Embed DEI as a central focus of student experience by listening more to the students, families, and communities around our schools

Focus on measuring and creating positive student experiences

Educators at Noble are deeply concerned with creating a positive experience for the students we serve. However, until now we have not had specific practices to measure student experience and to use that data to improve. Noble will pilot and implement measurements of student experience and data systems that will allow all staff at Noble to understand our progress in this area. As we execute this strategy, we are confident that this will also contribute significantly to improving student academic outcomes and our student retention rate.

The full set of recommendations and analysis from the Student Retention Steering Committee are in the Appendix.
Although we have not had ongoing surveys of this, we know from the surveys conducted during this strategic planning process that our students say the three most critical drivers of positive experiences are supportive relationships with teachers, academic growth, and extracurriculars (e.g., The Noble League, clubs, etc.)18. This emphasis on classroom relationships is echoed in The Noble Classroom tenets of “Connected, Empowered and Invested.” To that end, we will continue to build professional development on instructional practices that build positive student experience and drive academic outcomes. Here, again, our core value of diversity, equity, and inclusion will be woven in.

**Improve and scale best practices in multi-tiered student support**

Best practice student support systems already exist in pockets across Noble campuses. When functioning at the highest levels, campuses use data at their fingertips to inform quick action and intervention. Strong systems allow campuses to tier support depending on student need for attendance, academics, and discipline. This allows all students to be present and engaged in school, experience academic success, and demonstrate strong character.

For example, when a student shows a pattern of absenteeism, school support personnel engage in dialogue with families to understand the root of the issue. If a student exhibits a series of poor choices, adults with whom the child has a strong relationship provide the support necessary to understand why and establish strategies for positive behavior change. When systems are working well, all adults are able to band together for the support of students at the earliest signs of slipping. Those campus best practices - of systems and interventions - must be captured and scaled so that the levels of support felt by a struggling student at any campus are equitable.

**Policy and practice shifts, supported by data systems that monitor student retention**

The Student Retention Steering Committee issued a set of eleven recommendations including discipline policy changes, suggested scaling of best practices, and implementation of new data tracking systems19. In short, policies have evolved to be more redemptive and less punitive. There are now more and better paths to persist at Noble regardless of disciplinary struggles a student might experience early in their tenure.

Beyond policy changes, Noble must scale the best practices for student retention identified by the steering committee and implement improvements to the data systems that help better monitor student retention. The more advanced metrics we will add to our data systems will allow Noble staff to more quickly and effectively identify moments where we are falling short and intervene earlier and more effectively.

**Embedding DEI as a central focus of student experience by listening more to the students, families, and communities around our schools**

To better support and retain our students, we are committed to listening and engaging more with students, parents, and communities to create educational experiences that meet the needs of our communities. Over the next five years, we will invest differentially in engaging the broader communities around our schools to build relationships and shape our schools to reflect their desires for what will create positive educational experiences for students20.

This new emphasis on listening is also critical to our new focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI), which we believe will ultimately improve outcomes for students and improve their experience21.
PRIORITY 4

Staff Experience & Retention

CONTEXT

In 2016, we partnered with The New Teacher Project (TNTP) to conduct a full assessment of the teaching experience at Noble. The result was a comprehensive five-pillar strategy to address the most significant pain points for teachers across Noble: **Compensation, Time, Vision, Recognition, and Career Pathways**. Over the past few years, we have made positive strides towards implementing new initiatives in service of that strategy, including an updated pay scale for increased transparency and the Distinguished Teacher program that recognizes our most effective and transformative teachers.

Alongside the TNTP strategy, we sought to understand what would drive greater retention of our teachers. A Noble-wide survey conducted last school year by Promise 54 found that 55% of current staff expect to be working at Noble three years from now. We have also seen equity implications in this challenge, with campuses with the highest equity scores experiencing higher rates of turnover compared to the rest of Noble (see graphic on the following page). The challenge Noble faces echoes the broader education landscape of teacher shortages, which are particularly acute in special education and STEM fields. Recognizing that the progress toward our ambitious vision will be driven by the people at Noble, we have an intense interest in continuing to improve the experience of working at Noble and, by extension, the recruitment and retention of incredible educators.

First and foremost, we will continue to pursue the pillars laid out by TNTP assessment. This calls for continual evaluation of our total compensation, involvement of teacher voice in decision-making, clear expectations and vision for schools, transparent career pathways, and a focus on sustainability. This strategy is already having an impact and has been in process for several years.

STRATEGY

To further ensure our staff can thrive at Noble, we will:

- Provide all teachers with differentiated professional development supports
- Retain and celebrate top performing teachers through the Distinguished Teachers program
- Continue a specific focus on recruiting and retaining teachers of color

These priorities, as well as other new and innovative approaches we expect to hear from our staff, will aim at making work at Noble more sustainable. This will ensure that the most transformational educators can continue to have an impact on the lives of the students we serve.
**Provide all teachers with differentiated professional development supports through The Noble Classroom (TNC) trainings, with a special focus on supporting new teachers**

To ensure Noble teachers can succeed in their roles for the long term, we are committed to ensuring that our teachers receive high quality professional development so they can thrive in the classroom.

Supported by decades of research on effective professional development, we believe that the best way to support our teachers is to ensure they can maximize their opportunities for in-classroom development, complemented by coaching and specific feedback on ways they can individually improve. This ultimately stems from a shared definition of high-quality instruction on which teachers receive continuous coaching: The Noble Classroom (TNC).\(^{22}\)

In addition to classroom-based learning, we have created and will continue to refine a series of trainings that are available to teachers tied to TNC tenets. Each training is offered at different skill levels in order to support teachers at various experience levels. To ensure individuals are connected to the best fit trainings, principals and deans of instruction will recommend specific trainings to each teacher based on their individual needs.

We are particularly focused on supporting our growing cadre of new teachers at Noble. Given the shifts in the external job market, these past few years we have hired a greater percentage of individuals who are new to the teaching profession: as of January 2019, 19% of Noble staff have fewer than 2 years of teaching experience.

In addition to TNC trainings, further investments to provide high-quality coaching for our teachers include:

- Hiring a central coach for deans of instruction to provide greater support for instructional coaching across Noble
- Providing each school with additional resources to create more opportunities for development (e.g., via professional learning communities or classroom observations and direct coaching)

---

\(^{22}\) See Priority 2 and the Appendix for more on The Noble Classroom.
Retain and celebrate top performing teachers through the Distinguished Teacher program

To ensure students are supported to succeed, it is critical that we develop and retain high performing teachers. We launched our Distinguished Teacher Program in 2019 to identify, recognize, and reward a select group of Noble teachers who have achieved exceptional results for students at Noble for at least three years and during that time exemplified the five key questions laid out in the Distinguished Teacher framework:

- Students achieve exceptional academic growth
- Students feel invested, empowered, and connected
- Approach to instruction pushes students’ cognitive lift, quality responses, and intentional use of time
- Classroom is inclusive of and relevant to the student body
- Instruction creates impact for the school and the broader community

We will continue to invest in this flagship effort to recognize and reward those teachers that have repeatedly committed to Noble and are delivering extraordinary results for our students. As this cohort grows, teachers across Noble will have greater access to examples of exceptional teaching as defined by TNC.

Continue a specific focus on recruiting and retaining teachers of color, given their differential value to supporting students of color

Teachers of color play an outsized role in supporting and empowering students of color by providing visible role models for students and by bringing a better understanding of their identities and backgrounds to the classroom.23 A focus on recruiting and retaining teachers of color will be critical for us to achieve our goals of creating a positive experience and sense of belonging for all of our students. We have made great strides in this over recent years, going from 26% instructors of color in 2012 to 50% in 2019. Of our Noble staff as a whole, 59% identify as people of color. We aim to continue to grow and retain a diverse team.

We have already started to explore ways in which our culture and processes may create unintentional barriers or unwelcome environments for staff of color, and we will continue to expand those efforts to ensure all our staff can thrive at Noble. Potential examples of future investments include increased availability of bias and cultural competency training for our recruiting team, or the creation of a standardized rubric for hiring processes. For the full set of investments we will make related to diversity, equity and inclusion, see the details in the Priority 1 section of this narrative.

---

PRIORITY 5

Sustainable Growth + Healthy Enrollment

CONTEXT

Current demographic and political conditions in Chicago are unfavorable for further growth for the next five years. Enrollment across Chicago Public Schools has declined annually since 2002, and in 2017 and 2018 CPS experienced record-level drops, losing 11,000 and then 10,000 students district-wide. Despite fewer students across CPS, more students and families are coming to Noble. As of the 2018-19 school year, Noble served 11.4% of Chicago Public Schools students. Despite this overall growth, Noble is not immune to the broader population declines in the city: where some Noble campuses reside in neighborhoods suffering from systemic disinvestment and population loss we have experienced open seats.

Local political conditions may further add to the enrollment challenges in the next five years. Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker announced plans to curtail charter school growth, which was backed publicly by Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot.

This political environment is at odds with the choices of Chicago families who continue to choose Noble. Given the demographic and political conditions, Noble has no plans to open additional campuses in the near future. With continued strong academic and college success and an increased focus on a vision prioritizing positive and equitable student experience and agency, Noble hopes and expects to have the privilege of serving an increasing percentage of the city’s students as a result in the next five years by welcoming more students to our existing campuses.

In the next 1-2 years, Noble aims to exceed its current enrollment of just over 12,000 students, by ultimately exceeding 13,000 students per year in the next 2-4 years. This degree of enrollment would allow us to fully utilize the classroom space available across our existing 18 campuses.

Given our ambitious vision to realize record-levels of college completion for students and to close attainment gaps, we will prioritize our focus on academic growth over the next five years, rather than focusing on growing the number of campuses that we operate. As we make progress toward our academic goals after five years, and as political conditions shift, we will re-evaluate whether to grow.

STRATEGY

To ensure sustainable growth and healthy enrollment, we will:

- Focus on student retention
- Invest in developing a student recruitment team
- Create positive experiences for students and families and engage deeply with our communities
- Equitably support our schools to deliver excellent instruction
- Ensure school safety
- Seek to achieve equity in the facilities we provide our students

---

24 Juan Perez Jr., “Chicago Public Schools Enrollment Drops by 10,000 students,” Chicago Tribune, October 26, 2018
25 CPS high school enrollment in 2019 was ~106,000 students. 12,200 of these students were Noble students. https://cps.edu/About_CPS/At-a-glance/Pages/Stats_and_facts.aspx
Focus on student retention

Schools that have faced declining enrollment have struggled particularly with retention. Keeping students in our schools is our top priority and a key strategy to ensure we meet our enrollment goals. For more details on our student retention strategy, see Priority 3.

Invest in developing a student recruitment team

To ensure that all of our schools continue to attract a large number of students in the midst of declining overall enrollment in CPS, we will invest in creating a full-time student recruitment team. This team will have individuals dedicated to promoting Noble across all of Chicago for all campuses, and will also invest in individuals who are dedicated to supporting specific schools that have recently faced enrollment challenges.
Create positive experiences for students and families and engage deeply with our communities

By focusing on creating positive experiences for students and families, we believe that students will be more likely to not only thrive in school, but to promote their experiences to others as well. This will help to ultimately attract more students.

A critical piece of this will be in engaging more deeply with the communities around our schools, particularly the schools that have recently faced declines in enrollment. We will work intensively over the first year of this strategy to understand what our schools can provide to create more positive experiences for students. This will involve a year-long series of community reviews and listening sessions to identify community priorities for our schools, seeking input on a range of issues from facilities to academics to extracurricular and community-level programs. These community reviews will culminate in recommendations for additional investments to improve student experiences. We are budgeting funding annually, starting in 2020-21, to invest in these recommendations.

Equitably support our schools to deliver excellent instruction

What we know to be true is that the best thing we can do for students is to provide them with excellent educational experiences that prepare them to succeed on the paths of their choice. We aim to ensure that every school is equitably supported so that every student who comes to Noble can thrive. Providing more equitable supports will have an outsized impact on the schools that have recently faced challenges in enrollment. For more on our approach to equitable funding, see Priority 1.

Prioritize school safety

Feedback from students and parents in our 2019 review indicated that feeling safe on our school campuses is a key contributor to students choosing and having a positive experience in school. We will prioritize continuing to create safe environments at our campuses, and will institute practices such as Safe Passage at our schools to ensure that students feel safe both on campus and in transit to and from school.

Seek to achieve equity in the facilities we provide our students

As we look across Noble and across Chicago broadly, we realize that school facilities play an important role in determining students’ experiences in school. Facilities could include athletic fields, STEM labs, theaters and arts facilities, and other enhancements that contribute to positive student experiences. We ultimately seek to create equitable and positive experiences for our students, and as a result seek to achieve equity in our school facilities. Alongside parents and community members, Noble will continue to advocate to local and state agencies to create equitable facilities for our students in the future.
**PRIORITY 6**

**Noble Support Team**

**CONTEXT**

The Noble Support Team (NST) has developed over time to serve the needs of campuses as those needs have evolved. As Noble grew from one campus to multiple campuses the NST added functions to support those operations - facilities and food service to manage an increasingly complex building and meal infrastructure, a finance team to manage budgeting and payments, an academics team to manage the implementation of standardized interim assessments and network-wide professional development and so on. The central goal of NST is and continues to be service to campuses: to break down barriers and create support systems so that students, teachers, and staff can do their best work.

With that focus, satisfaction ratings among principals and campus representatives have improved over the past ten years: from 2.50 to 3.75 on a four-point scale. We know that this is an imperfect measure and will continue to refine the ways in which we capture quality and impact of service as we move forward. Noble spends ~13% of its budget on NST, which is in-line with or slightly smaller than other high-performing charter schools nationally.

NST’s evolution to date has been marked by a “start-up mentality,” building new roles and departments as needs arose, with many staff and teams serving multiple functions. This organic growth was excellent at being responsive to campus needs, but there is now an opportunity to improve efficiency and impact. Specifically, some functions are performed in multiple parts of the organization and communication across teams can be improved. Additionally, in pockets of the organization, management spans are too large for effective support and execution.

Moving forward, we aim to ensure that NST’s size stays about the same as a proportion of total budget, to ensure that we can effectively balance being large enough to meet student’s needs, while staying lean enough to maximize the dollars that go directly to our campuses. To the extent roles are added at NST they will be tied to strategic priorities.

**STRATEGY**

Strengthening NST moving forward will require three different strategies:

- Strengthening cross-functional decision making
- Ensuring key leaders are placed to execute the strategy
- Clarifying roles to avoid duplication of activities and consolidating functions that exist across multiple teams

**Strengthening cross-functional decision making**

A critical piece to maturing effectively as an organization is creating a system that facilitates effective cross-functional decision-making. This can be difficult without a clear understanding of roles, or when a team is too large to have meaningful group discussions that lead to critical decisions.

To improve decision-making, we think a critical next step is reducing the CEO’s management span. The role of
We are proud of the breakthrough results our schools and students have already achieved, and are excited to ensure that even more students are able to pursue the pathways of their choice, leading to even more graduating from four-year colleges.

To ensure that we can continue to support students throughout varying financial climates, we remain laser-focused on maintaining a financially healthy organization with sufficient reserves. In order to support our strategy going forward, we plan to invest additional funds in the next three years, with plans to hold a mid-point review in year three to evaluate how we may need to adjust our funding based on the success of our investments to date. Noble will continue to advocate alongside parents, alumni and our staff for additional funding and resources in the pursuit of this mission.

26 See Priority 1: Equity for further details
Conclusion

Thank you to all of the people who contributed their time, thoughts, and energy to making this strategic planning process so successful. We are incredibly grateful for the dedication that each of you has shown to making Noble the best that it can be.

Over the past 20 years, Noble has grown into one of the highest-performing schools in the country. We are proud of the accomplishments of our schools and students, and are excited by the potential we have to learn and grow over the next five years.

We are confident in our path forward because of the diverse perspectives and expertise of the Noble community that informed this plan. We believe it echoes the idea on which Noble was founded - that we can lead with both love and high expectations, that our alumni have achieved so much and are capable of so much more.

In this plan we will build on our areas of strength, and improve where we have room to grow. We are committed to this continuous learning and improvement, and will monitor our progress against this plan and adapt as needed. We are driven by this vision for our future - that we will ensure that students at Noble have equitable and positive experiences so they may succeed on the paths of their choice. In college graduation and otherwise, Noble students will prove what is possible. We remain committed in our core to this idea of “and”; that Noble has led the way for the last twenty years and we’re just getting started.
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